MILLIONAIRE LIFE ON ZERO BUDGET
Power, Responsibility, Synchrony
Our relationship with divine creative alignment, through what we do with stuff
What we’re getting into more in this module is our easily-accessible capacity to live divinely - our
ability to access vast quantities of energy, to be aligned with the inner and outer resources that we
need, and to be nourished and fulfilled by what comes through us. The most important thing to fully
comprehend about divine flow, is that how we practically step further into the sacred flow is almost
entirely about our quality of awareness.

What I want to express strongly here, is that awareness and living divinely is not complicated or
even mysterious: we’re already doing it and just need to bring our awareness into that... and do
more of it. As in permaculture, we begin by assessing what already exists, and use it much more
efficiently and intelligently.
So this exercise is - following on from the meditation - to take this line of inquiry, and free-form
write on it: thinking of yourself as a dynamic-active force of effect in reality, occupy this more fully.
You may even free-form move, paint, build, garden, cook, talk, or whatever other activity calls.
If you can, take a moment to ‘feel your stance’: to get a sense of your habituated position in life the place you default into and write/ move/ be for at least 30 mins or more.
If this exercise feels too abstract or even weird, just let yourself take it on loosely; give it space, no
matter how trivial it might seem, or even if ‘nothing’ seems to unfold. This is an exercise in softening
and letting go of what keeps us rigidly in our restrictive patterns, so we can effortlessly settle into a
purer form of Self.

